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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
VENUE
Pacific Ballroom, Level 2, Seri Pacific Hotel Kuala Lumpur,
Jalan Putra, 50746 Kuala Lumpur
DATE
Wednesday, 20 May 2015
TIME
10.00 a.m.

Ladang Sungai Buan

TH Plantations Berhad (“THP”) is listed
on the Main Board of Bursa Malaysia

market
capitalisation of approximately

Securities Berhad with a

RM1.50
as at 31 December 2014.

THP has also acquired land bank in North Kalimantan and
development work is actively progressing.

bil

THP’s land bank stands close to

105,000
as at 31 March 2015.

THP currently owns plantations and mills in the states of
Johor, Pahang, Negeri Sembilan, Terengganu, Sabah
and Sarawak.

THP has ventured into Rubber Plantations.

hectares

As part of its diversification
initiative, THP has embarked
on a Rubber Development
Programme in Sabah

As at 31 March 2015

36
4

Oil Palm
Estates

spread throughout Malaysia

Rubber
Plantations

in Sabah

7

Palm Oil
Mills

with a total milling capacity of
250 metric tonnes per hour.

9

Average age profile

Years

approximately

THP Group has grown from a 16,000-hectare plantation

THP mainly produces
Fresh Fruit Bunches (FFB),
Palm Kernel (PK) and
Crude Palm Oil (CPO) for the
consumption of the Malaysian
market.

at the point of listing on Bursa Malaysia in 2006 into an
agricultural conglomerate with approximately 105,000
hectares of land bank in Malaysia and Indonesia,
employing more than 7,000 people in our head office
and plantations. We continue to grow and strengthen
our position, inspired by a sense of duty to fulfill the trust
placed in us by our stakeholders.
Currently on a trajectory to reach for greater heights, we
will continue to invest in our plantations, our people and
processes to contribute to the nation’s advancement and
to satisfy the growing food needs of the global population.

NOTICE OF THE 41st
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT the Forty-First Annual General Meeting (“41st AGM”) of
TH Plantations Berhad (“THP” or “the Company”) will be held at the Pacific Ballroom, Level 2,
Seri Pacific Hotel Kuala Lumpur, Jalan Putra, 50746 Kuala Lumpur on Wednesday, 20 May 2015
at 10.00 a.m. to transact the following businesses:
As Ordinary Businesses
1.

To receive the Audited Financial Statements for the year ended 31 December 2014 together
with Reports of the Directors and the Auditors thereon.

Ordinary Resolution 1

2.

To approve the declaration of a First and Final Single Tier Dividend of 2 sen per Ordinary Share
for the year ended 31 December 2014.

Ordinary Resolution 2

3.

To approve the Directors’ Fees of RM932,000.00 for the year ended 31 December 2014.

Ordinary Resolution 3

4.

To re-elect Tan Sri Ismee bin Haji Ismail, who shall retire by rotation in accordance with Article
84 of the Company’s Articles of Association and being eligible, offers himself for re-election.

Ordinary Resolution 4

5.

To re-elect Dato’ Zainal Azwar bin Zainal Aminuddin, who shall retire by rotation in accordance
with Article 84 of the Company’s Articles of Association and being eligible, offers himself for
re-election.

Ordinary Resolution 5

6.

To re-elect Datuk Seri Mohamad Norza bin Zakaria, who shall retire by casual vacancy pursuant
to Article 89 of the Company’s Articles of Association and being eligible, offers himself for reelection.

Ordinary Resolution 6

7.

To re-appoint Messrs. KPMG Desa Megat & Co. as Auditors of the Company in respect of the
financial year ending 31 December 2015 and to authorise the Board of Directors to determine
the Auditors’ remuneration.

Ordinary Resolution 7

As Special Business
To consider, and if deemed fit, to pass with or without modification, the following Resolution:
8.

Proposed Renewal of Existing Shareholders’ Mandate for Recurrent Related Party
Transactions of a Revenue or Trading Nature
“THAT, subject always to the provisions of the Main Market Listing Requirements of Bursa
Malaysia Securities Berhad, approval be and is hereby given for the renewal of the existing
Shareholders’ Mandate for the Company and/or its Subsidiaries to enter into recurrent related
party transactions of a revenue or trading nature as set out in Section 2.4.1 of the Circular to
Shareholders dated 27 April 2015 with the related parties described therein provided that such
transactions are necessary for the Group’s day-to-day operations, carried out in the normal
course of business, at arm’s length, on normal commercial terms, not more favourable to the
related parties than those generally available to the public and are not to the detriment of the
minority shareholders;

Ordinary Resolution 8
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AND THAT such approval granted shall take effect immediately upon passing of this Resolution
and shall continue to be in force until:
i.

the conclusion of the next AGM of the Company following the forthcoming AGM at which
such mandate is approved, at which time it will lapse, unless by a resolution passed at the
next AGM, the mandate is renewed;

ii.

the expiration of the period within which the next AGM of the Company after the forthcoming
AGM is required to be held pursuant to Section 143(1) of the Companies Act, 1965, (but
must not extend to such extension as may be allowed pursuant to Section 143(2) of the
Companies Act, 1965); or

iii. revoked or varied by resolution passed by the shareholders in a general meeting;
whichever is the earliest.
AND THAT the Directors of the Company and/or its Subsidiaries be and are hereby authorised to
do all such acts and things as may be necessary in the best interest of the Company to give full
effect to the Recurrent Related Party Transactions as authorised by this Resolution.”
9.

To transact any other business of which due notice shall have been received in accordance
with the Companies Act, 1965 and the Company’s Articles of Association.

Notice of Dividend Entitlement and Payment
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT subject to the approval of shareholders at the 41st AGM of the Company, a First and Final
Single Tier Dividend of 2 sen per Ordinary Share for the year ended 31 December 2014 will be paid on Friday, 12 June 2015 to
Depositors registered in the Record of Depositors at the close of business on Friday, 22 May 2015.
A Depositor shall qualify for entitlement to the Dividend in respect of:
i.

Shares transferred into the Depositor’s Securities Account before 4.00 p.m. on 22 May 2015 in respect of ordinary transfers;
and

ii.

Shares bought on the Bursa Malaysia Securities Berhad up to 5.00 p.m. on a cum entitlement basis according to the Rules
of Bursa Malaysia Securities Berhad.

By Order of the Board

ALIATUN BINTI MAHMUD (LS0008841)
WAN NURUL HIDAYAH BINTI WAN YUSOFF (LS0008555)
Company Secretaries
Kuala Lumpur
Date: 27 April 2015
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NOTICE OF THE 41st
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

NOTES:
1.

A member entitled to attend and vote at the 41st AGM is entitled to appoint not more than two (2) proxies to attend and vote
on his/her behalf. A proxy may but need not be a member of the Company and the provisions of Section 149(1)(a) and (b) of
the Companies Act, 1965 shall not apply to the Company and there shall be no restriction as to the qualification of the proxy.

2.

Only a Depositor whose name appears on the Record of Depositors as at 13 May 2015 shall be regarded as a member and
entitled to attend the 41st AGM or appoint proxy/proxies to attend and vote on his/her behalf.

3.

Where a member appoints two (2) proxies, the appointment shall not be valid unless he/she specifies of his/her shareholdings
to be represented by each proxy. Each proxy appointed, shall represent a minimum of 100 shares. Where a member of the
Company is an Exempt Authorised Nominee which holds ordinary shares in the Company for multiple beneficial owners in
one securities account (“omnibus account”), there is no limit to the number of proxies which the Exempt Authorised Nominee
may appoint in respect of each omnibus account it holds.

4.

The instrument in appointing a proxy shall be in writing under the hand of the appointer or of his/her attorney duly authorised
in writing or, if the appointer is a corporation, either under its Common Seal or under the hand of its officer or attorney duly
authorised by the corporation.

5.

In order to be valid, the instrument in appointing a proxy must be deposited at the Company’s Registered Office at
Tingkat 23, Bangunan TH Selborn, 153, Jalan Tun Razak, 50400 Kuala Lumpur in not less than 48 hours before the time set
for holding the 41st AGM or at any adjournment thereof.

Explanatory Notes on Special Business:
Ordinary Resolution 8
The proposed Ordinary Resolution 8, if passed, will allow the Company and/or its Subsidiaries to enter into recurrent related party
transactions of a revenue or trading nature with the mandated related parties provided that such transactions are necessary for
the Group’s day-to-day operations, carried out in the normal course of business, at arm’s length, on commercial terms which
are not more favourable to the related parties than those generally available to the public and not detrimental to the minority
shareholders. Shareholders are advised to refer to the Circular to Shareholders dated 27 April 2015 for more information.
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(Pursuant to Paragraph 8.27(2) of the Main Market Listing Requirements of Bursa Malaysia Securities Berhad)

1.

The details of Directors seeking re-election as stated in the Notice of the 41st AGM are set out in their respective profiles
appearing in the Directors’ Profile on pages 29, 30 and 32 of this Annual Report.
The details of interest in the securities/shares of the Company and/or its Subsidiaries, if any, held by the said Directors are
stated on page 94 of this Annual Report.

2.

Dato’ Haji Wan Zakaria bin Abd Rahman and Encik Mahbob bin Abdullah, both of whom have reached the age of seventy
(70) years, have expressed their intention not to seek for re-appointment as Independent Non-Executive Directors of the
Company.
Hence, they will retire as Independent Non-Executive Directors of the Company at the conclusion of the 41st AGM in
accordance with Section 129 of the Companies Act, 1965.
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ENLARGING OUR
LAND BANK
To meet an expected increase in global demand
for palm oil, we have aggressively expanded our
land bank over the years, the most recent being our
maiden regional acquisition in North Kalimantan,
Indonesia. Our focus today is to consolidate our
assets and realise the full potential of our enlarged
land bank to enhance the Company’s value.

Ladang Bukit Lawiang

We are cultivating growth for better and sustainable returns in
the future, thus delivering value to our shareholders.

NEXT

ENLARGING OUR
LAND BANK
To meet an expected increase in global demand
for palm oil, we have aggressively expanded our
land bank over the years, the most recent being our
maiden regional acquisition in North Kalimantan,
Indonesia. Our focus today is to consolidate our
assets and realise the full potential of our enlarged
land bank to enhance the Company’s value.

Ladang Bukit Lawiang

,
105 000

WE OWN APPROXIMATELY

HA

OF LAND BANK SPREAD ACROSS
MALAYSIA AND INDONESIA

Ladang Semarang

CHAIRMAN’S
STATEMENT

In the name of Allah, the most Gracious, the most Merciful

Assalamualaikum Warahmatullahi Wabarakatuh

D

ear Shareholders,
On behalf of the Board of Directors of TH Plantations
Berhad and our subsidiaries (“THP Group”), it gives me
pleasure to present our Annual Report for the financial
year ended 31 December 2014. Despite a challenging
macro-environment, especially in the volatile palm oil
sector, the strengths of the Group and strategic planning by our
Management had produced another set of encourging results.
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CPO PRODUCTION

17% 20.52 MT/Ha 169,333MT

INDUSTRY OVERVIEW
As noted by the Malaysian Palm Oil Board (“MPOB”) in its
annual industry review, the year saw mixed results for the
oil palm industry. Countering the increase in crude palm oil
(“CPO”) production, there was a decline in export volume
leading to increased stocks. The CPO price fluctuated quite
substantially during the year but on average was 0.5%
higher at RM2,383.50 per metric tonne (“MT”) compared to
RM2,371.00 per MT in 2013.
In line with a 3.1% growth in oil palm planted area nationally
to 5.39 million hectares (“Ha”), an increase in new areas
coming into production as well as a higher national oil
extraction rate (“OER”) of 20.62%, CPO production grew
2.3% to 19.67 million MT. The OER was able to counter a
2.1% lower fresh fruit bunches (“FFB”) yield of 18.63 MT
per Ha from 19.02 MT per Ha in 2013.
Lower demand for palm oil from traditional importing nations
led to a 4.6% decrease in export volume from 18.15 million
MT to 17.31 million MT. However, total export revenue from
all palm products increased by 3.7% to RM63.62 billion
due to higher export prices. India overtook China’s position
as the largest palm oil export market followed by China,

European Union, Pakistan, USA, Vietnam and Japan. The
year ended with a 1.3% increase in palm oil stocks at 2.01
million MT, as a result of higher CPO production by 2.3% to
19.67 million MT and lower palm oil exports volume by 4.6%
to 17.31 million MT.
The CPO price was relatively strong in the first half of the
year due to tight domestic palm oil supply, however declined
in the second half of the year along with weaker soyabean
oil prices resulting from bumper crops, coupled with lower
Brent crude oil prices which traded at around USD60 per
barrel.
FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
The Group recorded a satisfactory performance on the back
of drastic fluctuation of commodity prices and unfavourable
weather conditions. The year saw our acreage of matured
plantation increase by 17%; however as most of these
plantations are considered ‘newly-matured’, their yields
were lower than prime-aged plantations. Coupled with the
prolonged dry spell in the first half of the year as well as
floods at year end, we achieved a modest 1% growth in
production of FFB and 3% growth in CPO production.
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CHAIRMAN’S
STATEMENT

REVENUE

PROFIT BEFORE TAX

MILLION

MILLION

RM488.9
As a result, the Group’s revenue increased by 4% from
RM470.0 million in 2013 to RM488.9 million mainly
attributable to modest increase in sales volume of CPO
and FFB as well as the higher average commodity prices
realised in the first half of the year. The average CPO & PK
prices realised during the year were RM2,277 per MT &
RM1,651 per MT respectively. (2013: CPO price of RM2,200
per MT & PK price of RM1,294 per MT). However, profit
before tax (“PBT”) was lower by 18% to RM58.2 million
compared to RM71.0 million in 2013. The fall in PBT was
primarily attributed to lower profit margins squeezed by a
13% increase in operating cost due to the higher volume of
young FFB from the newly matured areas totalling 7,484 Ha.
Correspondingly, earnings per share declined by 23.7%
from 7.17 sen in the preceding year to 5.47 sen.
THP Group has a resilient balance sheet that is wellpositioned for growth. The land bank expansion activities
that grew significantly over the last 2 years (2012-2013),
necessitated prudent capital management. Our shareholders’
funds increased from RM1.19 billion to RM1.21 billion with
total assets and liabilities of RM3.57 billion and RM1.96
billion respectively registered in 2014. The Group’s market
capitalisation for 2014 stood at RM1.5 billion.
Nevertheless, we are confident that the long term
fundamentals of the palm oil industry remain intact. Thus,
we are focused on pursuing our development strategies.
We have been aggressively optimising the average age of
our plantations with new and replanting initiatives, and we
should be able to realise the full potential of our enlarged land
bank in the medium to longer term. We are also continuously
re-innovating our marketing strategies and operational
initiatives to optimise efficiency and productivity.
RETURN TO SHAREHOLDERS
Although it has been a particularly challenging year, the
Board of Directors remains committed to rewarding
our valued shareholders with healthy returns on their
investments. It gives me great pleasure to announce that,
based on the Group’s performance, we are recommending
a final dividend of 2.00 sen per share, or a net payout of

RM58.2

37% of our Group’s annual profit after tax and minority
interests (“PATAMI”), subject to shareholders’ approval at the
upcoming Annual General Meeting. The proposed dividend
is lower than 50% of our Group’s annual PATAMI dividend
policy, mainly to ensure that the Group retains sufficient cash
for the development planned over the next few years, as well
as ensure the sustainability of dividend payments during our
phase of growth.
CORPORATE DEVELOPMENTS
A major development during the year was the acquisition
of a 93% stake in PT Persada Kencana Prima which owns
approximately 8,500 Ha in North Kalimantan, Indonesia.
This marks another major milestone in the Group’s ongoing
journey as it is the first regional acquisition for THP Group.
It also contributes to our stated objective of increasing our
land bank by 30,000 Ha of plantation by year 2015.
Additionally, a subsidiary of THP entered into a Sale and
Purchase Agreement on 19 November 2014 to dispose
its plantation estate located in Terengganu for a cash
consideration of RM45.0 million. Upon completion, the total
plantation land bank held by THP Group will decrease by
1,205 Ha. The divestment represents a strategic move to
unlock the value of a less productive estate at a premium.
The Group measures our corporate performance in terms
of three headline key performance indicators (“KPIs”).
For 2014, the Group achieved a Return on Equity (“ROE”)
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Our ongoing journey is guided by three Key Growth
Nodes, namely:
1) value enhancement of the enlarged plantation
platform;
2) land bank acquisition; and
3) humanising our business operation.

of 4.02% while its FFB yield per mature hectare stood at
20.52 MT/Ha against an initial target of 22.40 MT/Ha. The
Group’s full year performance was significantly impacted by
the tough operating conditions in 2014. As mentioned, the
Group and the palm oil industry in general, was adversely
impacted by the drastic fluctuation of commodity prices,
while the prolonged dry spell in early 2014 and wet weather
towards the end of the year severely impacted production
throughout the Group’s estates. As such, the Group deems
the performance satisfactory given the unanticipated
challenges that impacted the sector in 2014.
SUSTAINABLE GROWTH INITIATIVES
THP Group has been driven by a sustainable growth agenda
from the time it was established in 1972. This has seen the
organisation transform from a relatively small agricultural
player with about 5,000 Ha of plantation into the Group we
are today, with approximately 105,000 Ha (as at 31 March
2015) spread across 36 oil palm estates and four rubber
plantations in Malaysia and, with our latest acquisition, in
Indonesia. We also own seven palm oil mills with a combined
capacity of 250 MT per hour.
Since our listing on the Main Board of Bursa Malaysia
Securities in 2006, we have sought to continuously enhance
our shareholders value via organic and inorganic growth,

guided by the principles of sustainable development. It
should be noted that THP Group was one of the founding
members of the Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil
(“RSPO”), underlining our commitment to balancing our
financial growth with equally strong social and environmental
scorecards. We recognise the role that the oil palm sector
plays in national development, as well as in enhancing the
livelihood of communities in rural Malaysia, and are ensuring
that we contribute to both highly-valued ends.
Our ongoing journey is guided by three Key Growth Nodes,
namely: 1) value enhancement of the enlarged plantation
platform; 2) land bank acquisition; and 3) humanising our
business operation.
To create greater value in our plantations, we have been
investing in increasingly more sophisticated technologies,
systems and processes to increase our yields in the most costefficient manner. Our actions are guided by a comprehensive
Performance Improvement Programme which seeks to
enhance our productivity at every stage of our plantation
value chain, from the selection of the highest-yielding seeds
to the most effective tilling and sowing mechanisms, to the
maintenance of our crops and their harvesting. The same
level of focus is trained on our milling operations to ensure
optimum production with minimum waste.
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CHAIRMAN’S
STATEMENT

Tabung Haji’s (“TH”) plantations. With its growing expertise
we may extend its services to other third parties in Malaysia
and the region to further grow its income.

Although the agricultural sector has evolved tremendously
over the last few decades, it continues to be labour-intensive.
In recognition of the critical role that our plantation workers
play in our operations, we make conscious efforts to provide
the most conducive and safe working environment for them
while enhancing their well-being.
As our growth is limited by acreage, we have been pursuing
suitable land banks to add to our portfolio to garner
presence, visibility and economies of scale. The Group
has successfully grown into a one of the medium size
plantation companies within 9 years after listing. We have
also accomplished our maiden regional expansion with the
acquisition of 93% equity interest in PT Persada Kencana
Prima which owns a total plantation land of approximately
8,500 Ha in North Kalimantan, Indonesia. We tapped into the
strategic investment in the neighbouring country to leverage
on the vast potential of the palm oil industry. To achieve
our additional land bank target of 30,000 Ha by 2015, we
are constantly on the lookout for more strategic assets that
can be added to our expanding portfolio. To date, we have
achieved 60% of the targeted land bank expansions via the
acquisitions of oil palm plantations in Sarawak, Malaysia and
Kalimantan, Indonesia.
As THP Group has grown, it has become imperative for us to
diversify our operations in order to reduce single market risks
as well as to increase our source of income. We ventured into
rubber plantations and have earmarked close to 15,000 Ha
in Sabah for the purpose. To date approximately 5,600 Ha
have been planted with rubber. As mentioned earlier, we are
also looking at creating greater geographical diversification
of our portfolio by our regional expansion.
Meanwhile, our wholly-owned subsidiary, THP Agro
Management Sdn Bhd continues to manage the Group’s
oil palm, rubber and teak operations as well as Lembaga

We are continuously supporting the implemented
Government Transformation Programme and New Economic
Model (“NEM”) in transforming Malaysia into a competitive
and developed economy by 2020. The palm oil sector,
identified in Economic Transformation Programme under
the NEM, will be one of the drivers for growth, investment
and job creation. Complementing the National agenda, the
Government-Linked Companies Transformation (“GLCT”)
Programme is now nearing its ‘graduation’ of the 10-year
program since its launch. The institutionalisation of various
transformational initiatives in the past nine years has
delivered sustainable and tangible results and are steering
us towards being a regional player. We have also renewed
our commitment for the Bumiputera Empowerment Agenda
in balancing capital economy with people economy.
DEVELOPING OUR PEOPLE
THP Group has always placed priority on attracting,
training and retaining a high calibre of talent. Part of the
Group’s attraction is our reputation for operating with a
high level of integrity guided by the tenets of Islam. We also
provide a stimulating environment for our employees by
continuously challenging them to enhance their functional,
technical and leadership skills via a series of structured
training opportunities. We believe that investments made
into our people are ultimately investments made into the
sustainability of the organisation.
CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY
We believe that all corporations have a duty to operate in a
responsible manner so as to look after the interests of their
stakeholders. This not only fulfils an ethical obligation but
builds the company’s reputation and eventually creates longterm value. As a plantation operator, we are also conscious
of our responsibility to protect the natural environment
on which we are dependent. In other words, Corporate
Responsibility has been an integral part of our business
model from the very beginning, and has guided the Group’s
journey over the years.
We are mindful of the impact of our actions on key
stakeholders - namely our employees, vendors, shareholders
and local communities that live in or near our plantations and engage in various programmes to support their needs.
In our estates, especially those located in remote areas, we
build the infrastructure required to support a healthy and
comfortable life. We look into the welfare of our workers,
and offer employment opportunities to members of the local
communities.
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Our commitment to the environment is underlined by THP
Group being one of the founding members of the RSPO.
We practise sustainable methods of palm oil production and
constantly improve our agricultural practices to protect and
preserve the biodiversity of our surrounding environment.
More details of our efforts to enhance the well-being of our
stakeholders and protect the environment are provided in
the Corporate Responsibility section of this Annual Report.
OUTLOOK
The global economy is expected to remain challenging with
uncertainties looming over in a number of major economies
for its debt crises, falling crude oil price and the impact from
monetary and fiscal reforms. Malaysia’s economy is seen
resonating the global economy, with slower than expected
increase in private investment and government spending
mainly due to the sharp fall of crude oil prices. Despite the
implementation of Goods & Services Tax and the earlier policy
tightening, the Central Bank is of the view that its impact on
domestic demand is not significant, as it continues to expect
domestic demand to sustain its growth in 2015.
Amid the volatile economic backdrop, the CPO price began
to increase towards end 2014 as a result of the floods, and
continued on its uptrend through the early months of 2015.
However, as proven in the past, the price of commodities – CPO
included – is volatile given the interplay of various supply and
demand factors from weather patterns to the price of competing
oils such as soyabean and rapeseed, and the price of fuel which
directly impacts sales of CPO to the biodiesel sector.
These fluctuations are part of the operating equation that
plantation companies such as THP Group have to contend
with. As noted, we have grown steadily over the years despite
the vagaries of price. We will continue to do so as we further
streamline our production and cost efficiencies. Demand for
edible oils will grow as the global population increases. At
the same time, demand for biofuels that include agriculturalbased oils such as palm oil will also increase along with
depleting hydrocarbon fuel reserves and stronger calls for

/
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environment-friendly energy. Given these positive macro
factors, we are confident of a sustainable future for palm oil
and, therefore, for the Group.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
On behalf of the Board of Directors, I would like to welcome
Datuk Seri Mohamad Norza bin Zakaria who joins us as an
Independent Non-Executive Director. His vast experience
will add considerably to the collective knowledge and skills
of the Board. At the same time, we would like to express our
appreciation of the contributions of our former colleague,
Tan Sri Dr. Abdul Samad bin Haji Alias, who served for nine
years as an Independent Non-Executive Director. We wish
him good health and the very best in his future undertakings.
I would also like to take this opportunity to thank all our
stakeholders, and particularly our shareholders and TH
being our major holding company, as well as our business
partners, for their much valued support and loyalty as we
move forward in growing the Group further.
Most of all, I would like to express my heart-felt gratitude to
our Management for their astute leadership, and to all our
employees for their hard work and dedication to THP Group.
They truly represent the company and what we stand for,
having shaped THP Group over the years and establishing
us as one of the sustainable plantation organisations.
‘Whoever does righteousness, whether male or female, while
he is a believer - We will surely cause him to live a good life,
and We will surely give them their reward [in the Hereafter]
according to the best of what they used to do.’ (Surah AnNahl : verse 97)
Thank you.
Assalamualaikum Warahmatullahi Wabarakatuh.

Tan Sri Ab. Aziz bin Kasim
Chairman
TH PLANTATIONS BERHAD | ANNUAL REPORT 2014

CHIEF EXECUTIVE
OFFICER’S
STATEMENT

In the name of Allah, the most Gracious, the most Merciful

Assalamualaikum Warahmatullahi Wabarakatuh

D

ear Shareholders,
2014 was an exceptionally challenging year for the Malaysian oil palm sector. Starting positively with
CPO prices trading at encouraging levels, operating conditions rapidly deteriorated towards the
second half of the year. The impact of the extremely hot and dry weather in the first quarter became
manifest in production in the later part of 2014, when many oil palm producers observed a marked
decrease in bunch weight and bunch production throughout their estates. The devastating floods
at year end that hit the East Coast of Malaysia, and some parts of Sarawak, also took a toll on the industry.
Weak commodity prices, coupled with declining demand for CPO, dampened any possibility of the CPO price
regaining its footing despite the tighter supply.
All oil palm players were affected, THP included.
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For the year under review, the Group’s mature area
increased by 17% compared to 2013, driven by recentlyacquired estates coming into maturity. All things being
equal, growth of this magnitude should yield a comparable
growth in FFB production. In fact, we had initially targeted
for a full-year FFB yield of 22.40 metric tonnes per hectare,
implying growth of about 10% in FFB production. This
target took into account that a significant percentage of the
Group’s FFB production was to be contributed by newlymatured areas, yields of which are lower than the average
FFB yield per hectare for prime-aged plantations.
Unfortunately, the Group’s FFB production was severely
affected by the lengthy dry spell previously mentioned.
The slow-down, beginning in the second half of the year,
was particularly pronounced in the fourth quarter. The wet
weather and floods in December made it difficult for us
to evacuate our FFB in affected areas, further decreasing
production. As a result, in 2014, we recorded a FFB
production of 788,090 metric tonnes, or a modest growth
of 1%. The FFB produced translated into an FFB yield of
20.52 metric tonnes per hectare.
To cushion the impact of slower FFB production in our own
estates, we purchased significant volumes of FFB from
external parties. Coupled with efforts to average up our

/
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oil extraction rate, we managed to record 3% growth in
CPO production, slightly higher than the industry average
of 2% as recorded by MPOB. In addition, although prices
tumbled in the second half of the year, our average selling
price for CPO was higher by 4% to RM2,277 per metric
tonne. This contributed to revenue growth of 4%. However,
higher production costs significantly diminished our profit
margins, and we closed the year with a profit before tax of
RM58.21 million, down 18% from the year before.
CULTIVATING GROWTH
I mentioned higher production costs in the previous
paragraph which warrants further elaboration. First, it is
important to understand the dynamics behind the age
profile from both the revenue as well as the cost aspects.
A stable upstream plantation player would have the bulk
of its oil palms in the prime mature bracket, i.e. 10-18 year
old palms should make up most of its planted area. This
ensures the highest FFB yields, thus delivering a steady
stream of revenue. To a certain extent, this also minimises
the volatility in FFB production as palms of this age bracket
are sturdier and less susceptible to weather pattern
changes. Additionally, the production costs associated
with palms in this prime mature bracket are lower than
younger estates.
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LAND BANK PLANTED WITH OIL PALM
10%

>25 years (Old Mature)

15%

20 - 25 years (Mature)

24%

10 - 19 years (Prime Mature)

51%

4 - 9 years (Young Mature)

36%

1 - 3 years (Immature)

On the other hand, the cost of production for young mature
estates are higher as palms that are younger require more
upkeep including fertilisers, which make up a major portion
of production costs. In addition, a higher labour rate for
harvesting FFB from younger palms also contributes to
higher production costs. From a revenue perspective, the
yields from younger palms are lower as the bunches are
smaller given that the palms have yet to fully develop.

Since 2010, we have also implemented a structured
replanting programme with more than 5,000 hectares
replanted to date. This massive exercise has essentially
reduced the average age of our plantations to about nine
years from 15-16 years prior to the acquisitions, and will
improve further to about eight years in the near future. The
vast improvement in the average age of our plantations
means that the majority of our planted areas are, at present,
newly-planted or newly-matured.

That is the current scenario for THP.
Following the acquisitions made in 2012 and 2013, we
have been aggressively optimising the average age of our
plantations. The brownfield acquisitions we made entailed
young mature areas, while the greenfield areas acquired
are being aggressively planted up. It is worth noting that
we made a conscious decision to purchase a fair mix of
brownfield and greenfield land bank as we would be able
to cut down the gestation period of our growth exercise.
The normal gestation period for a new palm oil plantation
is about three years before it comes into maturity, and
another five years before it is able to reach its prime age. By
injecting some ready-planted brownfield plantations into
our portfolio, we are able to cut short this waiting period
and enjoy the fruits of our labour sooner.

Indeed, as at 31 December 2014, out of the approximate
60,000 hectares of land bank planted with oil palm, a
whopping 51% consists of young mature palms that are
aged 4-9 years, yielding about 15-18 metric tonnes of FFB
per hectare. 10% is made up of old mature palms that are
more than 25 years in age, yielding an average of 16-18
metric tonnes of FFB per hectare. Another 15% is made
up of 20-25-year-old palms, which yield an average of
18-20 metric tonnes of FFB per hectare. Only 24% of the
aforementioned area is made up of prime mature palms
aged 10-19 years that yield 20-25 metric tonnes of FFB
per hectare on average. Another sizeable 36% is made up
of immature palms, aged one to three years, which do not
contribute to our FFB production.
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It is important to understand that the growth pains are
temporary. They are, in fact, necessary pains that we
must endure as we reach for greater heights.

To fund the acquisitions, we have drawn down RM800
million of our RM1.0 billion Sukuk facility. The increase in
borrowings has translated into higher financing expenses
for the Group. On the other hand, depreciation and
amortisation costs are non-cash items that are recognised
as expenses in our profit and loss statements. These
expenses are related to the assets we acquired, and include
the fair value amortisation of those assets.

In essence, revenue derived from 9,000 hectares of mature
palms is effectively supporting the costs of operating 60,000
hectares of planted land bank. With about 9,300 hectares
of area coming into maturity in 2015, 3,000 hectares in
the course of planting and 9,000 hectares of greenfield
(including the land bank of PT Persada Kencana Prima in
North Kalimantan, Indonesia) expected to be planted in
the next couple of years, it is inevitable that this aggressive
phase of growth will translate into an extended period of
relatively higher costs and softer yields for the Group in the
next one or two years.

SETTING THE STAGE
It is important to understand that the growth pains are
temporary. They are, in fact, necessary pains that we must
endure as we reach for greater heights. Of course, we could
have avoided these pains by not growing our land bank and
keeping our operations status quo. However, we would be
losing out on the immense potential of the palm oil sector.
The current world population of more than 7 billion people
(as at March 2012) is expected to grow by another 2 billion
by 2050. Being the most efficient oil crop available in the
market now, palm oil is a crucial, and possibly the most
affordable, food source. It is undeniable then that demand
for palm oil will continue to grow in tandem with the growing
population. Even now, palm oil accounts for 35% of the
world’s vegetable oil market and will remain the preferred
choice over other vegetable oils due to its versatility as well
as the efficiency of its cultivation.
In addition, as one of the 12 National Key Economic Areas
under the Economic Transformation Programme, the
Government has set a target of RM178 billion contribution
from the palm oil sector to the Gross National Income
(“GNI”) by 2020. Concerted efforts are under way to ensure
that the target is met.

Further depressing our bottom line are the higher finance,
depreciation and amortisation costs that have arisen from
the acquisitions.
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Ladang Bukit Lawiang

Given these underlying factors, it would have been unwise
not to have grabbed the opportunity to grow when it was
presented to us. The scarcity of good plantation land
meant there was no room for us to delay our growth, lest
we be left behind. Even now, we are still on the lookout for
good plantation land that fits into our long-term strategic
direction. However, our focus is primarily on consolidating
and realising the potential of our own existing enlarged land
bank in the medium to longer term.

RIDING THROUGH THE CHALLENGES
In getting there, though, we face many external challenges
in the form of volatile commodity prices, weather
uncertainties, currency fluctuations, the imposition of
palm oil related taxes, and continued resistance from
environmentalists. In fact, we expect operating conditions
to be even more challenging for the palm oil sector in
2015. To date, the industry is already observing subdued
production and commodity prices are still lacklustre.

This phase of massive growth will inevitably have a bearing
on our revenue, expenses and ultimately our bottom line, as
well as our cash flows. However, these pains are temporary.
The higher than average production costs will normalise in
due course, while the amortisation costs are fairly stable for
as long as we do not acquire any more sizeable brownfield
land banks. There is vast potential of revenue growth,
particularly when most of our planted area transitions into
the higher yielding bracket. This will be the inflection point
for THP, and it is only one or two years away, InsyaAllah.

To help mitigate these challenges, we will continue to
undertake efficiency and productivity initiatives.
In 2012, we put in place a Yield Improvement Programme
that entails a number of precision agriculture techniques.
The outcome so far has been very encouraging, with a
number of estates delivering robust yields and a few others
showing potential to be high-yielding. I am pleased to note
that many of the brownfield acquisitions made in 2012 have
joined the ranks of the high-yielding or potentially highyielding estates.
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Kilang Sawit Raja Udang

At the same time, we are committed to optimising our
cost structure to be at par with industry best practices. We
have also implemented comprehensive austerity measures
throughout our operations, without compromising on the
quality of our plantation and production.
In view of the price volatility, we have adjusted our marketing
strategies to respond swiftly to changes in CPO prices and
seize opportunities to trade at more favourable prices as
and when they arise.
We remain as committed as ever to ensuring that our
operations are in harmony with the natural environment
that we operate in, and that the needs of our stakeholders
are recognised as we carry out our business. More details
on our Corporate Responsibility efforts are provided on
pages 46 to 55 of this Annual Report.

Alhamdulillah, I have been with the Group for 17 years
now, and have had the honour of leading the management
of THP for the past six years. Words cannot express the
profound pride I feel seeing the Group grow from a small
plantation company with about 16,000 hectares of land
bank when we listed on the Bursa Malaysia in 2006, to
a medium-sized plantation company with approximately
105,000 hectares of land in its portfolio now. The feat has
not been easy, and the journey is ongoing, but with your
unrelenting support and faith in the Group I am optimistic
that THP will soon be a source of pride and admiration of
all stakeholders, InsyaAllah.
Assalamualaikum Warahmatullahi Wabarakatuh.

Dato’ Zainal Azwar bin Zainal Aminuddin
Chief Executive Officer
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100%

100%

93%

80%

70%

7%

20%

30%

100%

100%

100%

100%

70%

82.53%

60%

60%

30%

17.47%

10%

16%

30%

24%

THP Agro
Management
Sdn. Bhd.

PT Persada Kencana Prima

Badai Sakti Daniel

TH-Bonggaya
Sdn. Bhd.

TH-USIA Jatimas
Sdn. Bhd.

United Sabah Islamic
Association

THP Bukit Belian
Sdn. Bhd.

THP Saribas Sdn. Bhd.

Gunung Lesong
Corporation Sdn. Bhd.

Manisraya Sdn. Bhd.

Ladang Jati Keningau
Sdn. Bhd.

Yeo Kian Kok

THP Ibok
Sdn. Bhd.

100%

THP Kota Bahagia
Sdn. Bhd.

TH Bakti Sdn. Bhd.

Jasa Bakti (Sdn.) Berhad

Kuni Riang Sdn. Bhd.

TH PELITA Simunjan
Sdn. Bhd.

Pelita Holdings Sdn. Bhd.

Pelita Holdings Sdn. Bhd.

(in trust for Native Customary Rights
owners)

Halus Riang Sdn. Bhd.

TH PELITA Meludam
Sdn. Bhd.

Pelita Holdings Sdn. Bhd.

SGOS Capital Holdings
Sdn. Bhd.
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Management
Services

Oil Palm

100%

THP Gemas
Sdn. Bhd.

Investment
Holding

100%

Bumi Suria Ventures
Sdn. Bhd.

Teak

100%

Maju Warisanmas
Sdn. Bhd.

70%

70%

51%

30%

30%

49%

100%

100%

100%

65%

65%

THP-YT Plantation
Sdn. Bhd.

Yayasan Terengganu

Kee Wee Plantation
Sdn. Bhd.

Hydroflow Sdn. Bhd.

Punggor Wibawa Bhd.

Cempaka Teratai
Sdn. Bhd.

30%

30%

10%

Pelita Holdings
Sdn. Bhd.

100%

THP Suria Mekar
Sdn. Bhd.

(formerly known as Pinekey
Enterprise Sdn. Bhd.)

NonControlling
Interest

100%

TH Ladang (Sabah &
Sarawak) Sdn. Bhd.

Derujaya Sdn. Bhd.

55%

Pelita Holdings
Sdn. Bhd.

Financing

Musman Holdings
Sdn. Bhd.

5%

TH PELITA Gedong
Sdn. Bhd.

Non-Trading

THP Sabaco Sdn. Bhd.

5%

TH PELITA Sadong
Sdn. Bhd.

Rubber
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TH PELITA Beladin
Sdn. Bhd.

Pelita Holdings Sdn. Bhd.

35%

Pelita Holdings Sdn. Bhd.

(in trust for Native Customary Rights owners)
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ENHANCING
OUR VALUE
THP has embarked on a massive planting and
replanting programme under which plantations that
are past their prime are being revitalised while new
and young plantations are being cultivated. These
efforts are complemented by investments in better
seedlings, agricultural practices and technologies as
well as machineries to optimise our yields.
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There is vast potential of revenue growth when most of our
planted area transitions into the prime age bracket, delivering
the highest possible yields.

NEXT
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